Identifying Genre Worksheet Answers
name: identifying genre directions: main genre - name: _____ identifying genre . directions: read the
titles and descriptions of the stories. identify the genre and subgenre using the word bank. some items may
repeat. main genre: fiction, nonfiction, folk tale, drama, and poetry (poetry may not have a subgenre). name:
identifying genre, subgenre, & author’s purpose - name: _____ identifying genre, subgenre, & author’s
purpose. directions: read the descriptions of the texts and determine the genre and subgenre. then write a
sentence explaining your answer. you will also identify the author’s purpose. 1. “all summer in a day” by ray
bradbury . identifying genre worksheet answers - blogs.expressindia - identifying genre worksheet
answers identify genre. showing top 8 worksheets in the category - identify genre. some of the worksheets
displayed are name identifying genre directions main genre, genres and reasons fictionnonfiction work
reproducible, name genre work 1, main genres, matching genres, film genre work, literary name: identifying
genre and subgenre 2 - name: _____ identifying genre and subgenre 2 directions: choose the genre and
subgenre in which the story most likely belongs. then explain how you got your answer. fiction: science fiction,
historical fiction, and realistic fiction nonfiction: autobiographies, biographies, informational writing, and essays
folklore: myth, fairytale, legend, tall tale, and fable name: identifying genre and subgenre 2 - mr. jones name: _____ identifying genre and subgenre 2 . directions: choose the genre and subgenre in which the story
most likely belongs. then explain how you got your answer. fiction: science fiction, historical fiction, and
realistic fiction nonfiction: autobiographies, biographies, informational writing, and essays genre and
subgenre practice answer key - identifying genre and subgenre ... lines and write a sentence explaining
your answer. (genre = fiction ... written by a neighborhood boy is the key to ... identifying literary genres 1styearenglishstudies.weebly - identifying literary genres a literary genre is a particular style of a written
or an oral text, which has a very clear aim or objective. there are four main types of literary genres: poetry
drama fiction non-fiction each literary genre may have different types of subgenres (a genre within another
identifying genre and subgenre 2 - identifying genre and subgenre 2 directions: choose the genre and
subgenre in which the story most likely belongs. then explain how you got your answer. fiction: science fiction,
historical fiction, and realistic fiction nonfiction: autobiographies, biographies, informational writing, and essays
folklore: myth, fairytale, legend, tall tale, and fable 1. matching genres - english worksheets land matching genres directions: match each genre and subgenre up with the correct word. word bank: mystery,
fiction, informational, historical nonfiction, nonfiction, science fiction, fantasy genres 1. _____ books are madeup and are not based on real events. 2. _____ books are based on real events. subgenres 3.
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